Capability Statement
INTRODUCTION
BE Switchcraft is one of Australia’s leading designers and manufacturers of low voltage
switchgear and control gear assemblies. We have over 5 decades of experience and the ability
to deliver a wide range of products that are renowned for their design, build quality and
outstanding long-term support.
Directors work in key roles throughout the business and actively mentor new leaders to pass
on knowledge and our strong work ethics. From initial design to the completed switchboard,
our work is completed in one location in Bowden, close to the centre of Adelaide.
Our people, from a first year apprentice through to senior management, work side by side and
we have a very high number of long-term employees that have together helped grow our brand
over the decades.

OUR WORK
Our products include power distribution, temporary switchboards and power factor correction
equipment. We also deliver on site alterations to support future change or expansion.
We have excellent relationships with our suppliers and are always exploring new technology
options with an emphasis on component integrity and durability.
Be Switchcraft has designed and built switchboards for landmark projects throughout
South Australia and across the nation. From Parliament House in Canberra to Hospitals,
Universities, Commercial and the retail sector, we have the experience and reliability that
delivers certainty to our clients. Many of these projects have won national awards for their
design, construction quality and environmentally friendly aspects.
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OUR WORKFLOW
Our long-standing reputation for design integrity, quality of build and ongoing customer
support places us at the forefront of the Australian market. From initial design to the
completed project we work closely with our clients to ensure we provide the best value and
innovation and focus on energy efficient outcomes.
BE Switchcraft’s design team has the experience and technology to approach any project but
also listens carefully and works collaboratively with clients to give them the best value added
benefits. Our plans and specifications are renowned industry wide for their clarity and detail
and are fully compliant to AS/NZS 61439.
Our modern manufacturing plant includes a state of the art electrical workshop, sheet
metal manufacturing facility and a powder coating service.
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QUALITY, SAFETY AND SUSTAINABILITY
BE Switchcraft is Quality assured to ISO 9001:2015 Our quality systems internally begin
on quotation and follow processes through to completion or installation. Extensive internal
auditing also maintains the integrity of our work. Quality is something that comes from the
pride our people take in every step of their work.
Safety is also a part of every process and our safety systems are developed and changed to
match any modifications to processes or new systems of work.
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Through the use of environmentally friendly materials and extensive recycling programs, we
play our role in sustainability. Our products also drive energy savings leaving a healthier
planet for future generations.

THE FUTURE
BE Switchcraft has built a reputation based on integrity, knowledge and quality. We will
continue to innovate and grow with our clients to deliver outcomes that will endure well into
the future.

BE Switchcraft Pty Ltd
157-159 Drayton Street
Bowden, South Australia 5007
Telephone: +61 8 8346 2781
Facsimile: +61 8 8340 1799
Email: info@beswitchcraft.com.au
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